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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let 9 denote some subset of the real line - co < w < co; then a 
real or complex-valued function f(t) is said to be bandlimited to 9 if F(w), 
the Fourier transform of f(t), vanishes for almost all w $ 3. In particular, 
if 9 = IL = [- 27rW, 2nW] with W > 0 and f(t) is bandlimited to IL, 
thenf(t) is said to be a low-pass function, while if 
with W > 0 and wa - TTW > 0, then any f(t) bandlimited to IBP will be 
referred to as a bandpass function. 
The classical sampling theorem, usually attributed to Shannon [l], asserts 
that a real functionf(t) bandlimited to IL has a reconstruction in terms of its 
samples given by 
where 
sin 297 Wt 
g(t) = 2TJj,7t ’ 
(1) 
(2) 
[For f(t) continuous and square integrable on (- co, co), the convergence 
in (1) is pointwise and uniform on - co < t < co]. 
A corresponding theorem for the bandpass case states ([2], p. 216) that 
iff(t) is real-valued and bandlimited to IBp , then 
~cs=~r(~)$(t--)--P[~)b(t-~), -CO (3) 
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where 
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sin 97 Wt 
z)(t) SE cos w,t ___ 
nwt (4) 
and f(t) denotes the Hilbert transform [3] of f(t). Since our analysis will 
consider functionsf(t) represented in the form 
f(t) = $ jm F(w) eitw dw with s OD IF(w)Idw<oo, --m -cc 
we shall define the Hilbert transform,{(t), here as 
f(t) = 2 /ym (sgn W) F(w) eito dw, 
t 
4 f.0 I for sgn w z w#O 
0 for w=O’ 
Then whenever F(w) is absolutely integrable on (- co, co), f(t) is well- 
defined and continuous for all real t. 
Now, consider a complex-valued functionF(w) defined on - CO < w < CO 
and satisfying 
0) s_“, I F(w) I dw < ~0 
(ii) F(w) = F*( - W) [* denotes complex conjugate] 
(iii) F(w) of bounded variation on (- CO, co) 
(iv) 2F(w) =F(w + 0) +F(w - 0). 
Then, setting 
f(t) E &- jImF(w) eiWt dw, 
Weiss in [4] has shown that 
that is, for any t E (- co, co), the absolute error incurred by reconstituting 
f(t) as if it were properly bandlimited to IL is bounded above by the constant 
on the right-hand side of (5). 
The purpose of the present paper is to prove Weiss’s result under a weak- 
ened set of hypotheses and then derive a similar bound for the absolute 
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error entailed in approximating f(t) by the bandpass sampling expression 
of Eq. (3). 
In Section 2 we show that the single condition (i) of absolute integrability, 
J-y IF(w)Idm< 03, is sufficient to derive a form of (5) in which the right- 
hgd side is replaced by l/r jlo,,anw 1 F(w) 1 dw. (Note that since condition 
(ii)is not assumed,f(t) need not be real-valued). By using the generalized form 
of Weiss’s theorem, we then produce in Section 3 a similar bound for the 
bandpass approximation. Again, the relevant upper bound will be a constant 
multiplied by the integral of 1 F(w) I extended over the complement of IBP 
in - co < w < co. In both forms of the theorem, we show that the con- 
stant multiplier cannot be replaced by a constant of smaller magnitude. 
2. WEISS'S THEOREM 
We prove first several lemmas from which the required theorem will 
follow. 
For given real parameter t, let (eiwt)g denote the periodic extension of the 
function which is defined as eito on the interval - 2rrW < w < 27rW to the 
entire real line - co < w < co with period 4rrW. 
LEMMA 1. For any fixed t E (- co, co), 
(6) 
almost everywhere (a.e.) on - co < w < co, where g(t) is given by Eq. (2). 
PROOF. Equation (6) is the complex Fourier series for (e(to)g . 
LEMMA 2. Let F(o) be measurable and absolutely integrable on 
- co <w< m.Ifweset 
f(t) E $ j: F(w) eitW dw, 
m (7) 
then 
zf (&) g (t - &) = & Jrn (e’“%Xw) dw -02 (8) 
for each real value of t E (- co, co) and given W > 0. 
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PROOF. We leave it to the reader to verify that there exists an absolute 
constant M > 0 such that 
( 5 eiwnlzwg (t - $) j < M for al 1 N > 0. 
-N 
Then 
/ ‘f eiwn’2wg (t - &IF(w) 1 < M IF(w) I, 
-N 
where the right-hand term is integrable on (- co, co). Further, from Lemma 
1, for fixed t, 
lim $J 
N+m -N 
eiwn’2J+‘g (t - &IF(w) = (eitw),F(w) 
a.e. on (- oc), co). Thus, by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem 
([5], Theorem 2B, p. 2), we have 
eiwn'2wg (t - &j F(W) dw = jrn (ei”“),F(w) dw, --m 
as stated. 
LEMMA 3. Let F(w) andf (t) be defined as in Lemma 2. 
If in addition F(w) = 0 f or almost all real w satisfying / w / > 2vr W, then 
fP)=$f(&)g(t-&j 
uniformly on - co < t < co. 
PROOF. From (8) of Lemma 2, we have for all real t, 
(9) 
where we have also used (7) and the fact that (eit$, = eitW in 1 w 1 < 2vrW. 
Since F(w) is absolutely integrable on the finite interval, [- 27rW, 2rrw], 
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it is also square integrable on this same interval. Then, from well-known 
results on the mean-square convergence of complex Fourier series, 
N 
F(w) = 1.i.m. C une-iWla12W on [- 237w, 27dq, 
-N 
where 
Thus, 
2nW s I -2n wF(w) - t ~+mlaW / dw-N 
Since the last bound, obtained with the Schwarz inequality, is independent 
of t and approaches zero as N -+ CO, the uniformity of the convergence is 
established. 
THEOREM 1. Let F(w) be a complex-valued function deJned and measurable 
on (- co, co) with 
fm IF(w)Idu<co. 
* --m 
Set 
f(t) - $1: F(w) eito dw. 
m 
Then 
if(t)-%f(~)g(t-~)/~$S, ,>2 wlFWId~. (10) w n 
PROOF. Define 
2rrfa(t) = I , ,<2 ,F’w) eitodw w. m 
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so that 
f(t) = fact) + fb(O 
Denoting the approximation error by c(t), we have 
I+) I = If(f) - $f (&)R (t - &) 1 
= Ifa@) +fb@) - [g (fa (&) +fb (&))g (t - &)] j 
= / [f&) - fitfa (&)g (t - &)I -m 
+ [fa@) - :fb (&)g (t - &)] 1. 
-m 
But 
fb@) = 2 fb (&)g (t - $) 
-lx 
from Lemma 3, so that 
I 4) I = IfdO - F fa (&) g (t - &) I 
-m 
where Lemma 2 has been used to evaluate the summation. 
Since 1 (e”“), 1 < 1 for all real w, we obtain 
as required. [Note that Weiss’s theorem in Eq. (5) results ifF(w) = F*( - w).] 
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NOTE. The constant l/r appearing in the upper bound cannot be im- 
proved. For, consider 
f(t) = 
sin4rW(t --$) 
+-&) ’ 
which is a function having Fourier transform F(W) = e--(i0/4w) for 
1 w 1 < 47r W and zero for 1 w ) > 47r W. Then f (n/2 W) = 0 for all integral tl, 
so that the Theorem 1 yields the bound 
the bound holding for all real t. Since f (l/4 W) = 4W, it is clear that the 
constant of proportionality cannot be reduced. 
3. ERROR BOUND FOR BANDPASS APPROXIMATION 
The result of Theorem 1 is extended to bandpass approximations in the 
following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. Let F(W) b e a complex-valued function dejitted and measurable 
on (- m, co) with rrn 1 F(w) 1 dw < co and I F(w) I an eves function of w. 
Set 
f(t) ZE & jm F(w) eitW dw. 
-co 
I dw, 
ill) 
where t,b(t) is given by (4) and 
IBP = c- wo - ?rW, - wo + nwj u [w. - Trw, wo + 7dv-j 
with 
W>O and wo--?rw>o. 
PROOF. Define z(t) = f (t) + g(t), where 
f(t) 3 2 /Im (sgn w) F(w) eito dw. 
4091I8/1-6 
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Then 
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z(t) = & j;2F(u) eitw dw. 
Now apply Theorem 1 to the function z(t) ehiwot, where wO is the parameter 
associated with 
sin 7r Wt 
t)(t) = cos w,t ~, 
7rwt 
at the same time replacing W by W/2 in the statement of Theorem 1. Noting 
g(t) depends on W, we obtain 
z(t) e-w - ~z(+%~~~sln”w 4 <;~,,,,,,,H(“)l&, ( ) 
-23 ?rW 2-L i 1 W 
(12) 
where 
It follows that 
z(t) - 2 z ($) exp [ho (t - +)I 
( 1 
-co 
“:S lmni 
E 
< z(t) - i z (G) exp [Lo (t - $)] ( 1 
--co 
sl~~~t LWEy 
W 
where the last inequality is equivalent to (12). Since 
(13) 
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it follows, using the evenness of 1 F(w) 1 , that 
as asserted. 
NOTE. If we consider the function 
f(t) = 2 cos wo t - -L 
( 
sin27rW(t-A) 
NJ +L) ’ 
with wO -27rW>O, then 
F(w) = ]s’“‘“” 
2Trw<~w~<w,+2~w 
?ewheyi & (- a, CO). 
Then 
so that f (n/W) =f(n/W) = 0 f or all integral n. Thus (11) gives the upper 
bound 
47rw 4w Z--Z . 7T 
Since f (l/2 W) = 4 W, it is again apparent that the constant l/?r appearing 
in (11) cannot be reduced. 
Lastly, we observe that the requirement “I F(w) I an even function of CO” 
in the statement of Theorem 2 is not necessary to obtain a bound. Relaxing 
this requirement, we would obtain for the upper bound the quantity 
where 
I;Ip = IBp u (- a& 0). 
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